
Supply Chain Industries Recognizing Cargo Security Benefits 
 

TrakLok International receives prestigious industry awards 
 
 
Knoxville, TN – June 1, 2015 – TrakLok International LLC, a  firm specializing in 
trailer and container security, today announced it has received an industry award 
for its TrakLok system that provides a  turnkey solution to limit and record cargo 
access; The 2015 Supply & Demand Chain Executive 100 Great Supply Chain 
Projects award . 
 
“With the increases in pilferage and cargo theft this award demonstrates the 
increasing importance that supply chain professionals are placing on securing 
the entire supply chain” said Tom Mann, president of TrakLok. 
 
The award received by TrakLok for its integrated access control system, a 
reusable cargo security device provides robust physical security, multi-sensor 
alarm, GPS tracking and wireless alerts.  The 2015 Supply & Demand Chain 
Executive 100 are supply chain solution and service providers helping their 
customers achieve supply chain excellence. They have produced measurable 
gains in ROI through cost-cutting and increased efficiency, whether in 
warehouse, transportation, procurement, sourcing or any other category in the 
end-to-end supply chain.  
 
About Supply & Demand Chain Executive 
Supply & Demand Chain Executive is the executive's user manual for successful 
supply and demand chain transformation, utilizing hard-hitting analysis, 
viewpoints and unbiased case studies to steer executives and supply 
management professionals through the complicated, yet critical, world of supply 
and demand chain enablement to gain competitive advantage. 
  
About TrakLok International 
TrakLok International LLC represents the coming together of a cargo security 
company and a wireless design firm to create a robust and intelligent cargo 
security device. Located in Knoxville, Tennessee, the TrakLok® security system 
includes: a hardened lock that withstands prying, cutting, or impact tools; an 
integrated alarm that sends alerts for unauthorized attempts to access cargo; and 
a GPS tracking system with a cloud-based Web portal that allows access to real-
time information on location and cargo integrity. For more information, please go 
to www.traklok.com. 
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